
Spelling Practice 

Tasks 

Say it silly – Say each word in 5 funny voices and then say it 10 times in small pieces.                                                                         

For example:         PEOPLE you could say PE / OP / LE 

Silly sentences – make a sentence made up of new words starting with each letter in your spelling word. 

For example:     said   -     Silly Aliens Ignore Dinosaurs. 

Syllables – write the word in your book and underneath write it down broken up into syllables. You may need to say the word 

in your head a few times to make you sure you have worked out how many syllables it has. 

For example:          elephant 

                              el / e / phant 

Words within words: Look at the word, within changing or moving any of the letters, can you spot any other words? 

When you find one, rewrite the word with the new word in capitals and underlined.  

For example:  other = oTHEer 

                         interesting = intRESTing 

Boggle: Jumble up the letters of your word and find at least 3 words that you can make from that words. All your 

new words MUST be at least 4 letters long. 

For example:   communication                                                                                 You could make:   moan , main , coin 

         

 

Write it fancy: Write each of your words in your book in the most beautiful, fancy, special writing possible  

Meanwhile could be Meanwhile   or   Meanwhile 

Write it tiny: Write each of your words  in your book in the smallest (but still readable) way possible 

Gather could be       G a t h e r 

Write it bubbly Write each of your words in your book in bubble writing.    

The 4 C’s    Copy the word into your book 

                    Cover  

                    Close eyes and spell it out loud 

                    Check that you got it correct 

 

Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check: when you do the writing part, write the words in your book neatly. 
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